
BUNKER PROCUREMENT.
OPTIMIZED.



A New Approach to 
Bunker Procurement 

BunkerPlanner is a state-of-
the-art bunker procurement 
optimization tool.

The tool generates a tailored 
recommendation for how 
much bunker of each grade 
to buy and where to buy it.

The system factors in the 
most recent bunker pricing 
information as well as 
a comprehensive set of 
technical, commercial, and 
regulatory constraints. 

BunkerPlanner is available 
through an intuitive web 
interface or as an integration 
to your existing voyage 
management system.





Augment the Impact of Your Bunker Procurement Team

Our software allows your bunker purchasing desk to focus on crafting 
superior bunkering plans that increase the competitiveness of your fleet. 
BunkerPlanner removes complexity and bias from your daily workflow, 
increasing the effectiveness and impact of your team by providing:

»   Savings
BunkerPlanner reduces total bunker related expenses by 1%-4% in average

»   Information
Considers hundreds of price points for multiple fuel grades worldwide

»   Innovation
Our software frequently uncovers alternatives that are not evident to 
human planners

»   Agility
Computes hundreds of alternatives in seconds and adjusts plans quickly 
when circumstances change

»   Adaptability
Tackles increasing bunker price volatility and the evolving regulatory 
landscape of the shipping segment

»   Compliance
Enforces dozens of business rules and removes complexity from your hands. 
Fully compliant with IMO 2020 requirements 

»   Consistency
The algorithm is always objective and allows for uniform evaluation of 
bunkering strategies across your organization

Inputs ResultsAlgorithms

Recommended purchases

Busan,
Jan 10

Piraeus,
Dec 15

Rotterdam,
Nov 25

400 mt
MGO

750 mt
VLSFO

520 mt
VLSFO

Powerful algorithms
bring it all together
into an optimized
recommendtation

Regulations and 
business rules

Tanks, current RoB,
estimated consumptions

Vessel’s
Commercial 

Schedule

Latest fuel
pricing

information



Optimal Planning for Each Vessel and Voyage

BunkerPlanner uses a sophisticated optimization algorithm to generate and 
rank hundreds of alternative bunkering plans. The system assists your bunker 
purchasing desk in identifying the most advantageous choice, potentially 
contributing tens of thousands of dollars to your P&L on a single voyage. The 
algorithm considers a wide range of technical, commercial, and regulatory 
factors specific to each vessel and each voyage, including:

»   Current bunker price information for all the ports on or adjacent to the 
vessel’s route

»   Bunker tank capacities and bunker on board

»   Bunker consumption by the main engine, gensets, and boilers at different 
speeds and operating modes

»   Commercial schedule and route of the vessel 

»   Emission Control Areas - ECA routing and ECA speed optimization

»   Different bunker grades and their energy content

»   Commingling constraints

»   Port calling costs and barge costs

»   Scrubber equipment and its parasitic load

»   Draft, length, and width restrictions 

»   Safety margin requirements



»   We offer the most sophisticated bunker optimization tool available today

»   We are independent from bunker sellers and competing fleets, which 
ensures that BunkerPlanner provides unbiased recommendations to 
protect your interests

»   Our user interface is carefully designed to simplify the bunker planning 
process while capturing all the key elements of the puzzle

»   BunkerPlanner’s algorithms empower your bunker procurement 
professionals to save you tens of thousands of dollars in bunker costs on 
each voyage

»   Our tool can be integrated into your existing voyage management system

BunkerPlanner Is Your Preferred Solution



We’re so confident you’ll benefit from BunkerPlanner that we currently 
offer a free trial where we generate live recommendations for up to 
fifteen vessels over a one-month period. Are you a bunker procurement 
professional or a fleet operations manager seeking to optimize your fleet’s 
bunker procurement? Contact us today in order to arrange a product 
demonstration or a free trial evaluation.

Contact Us to Arrange a Free Trial

We Are Ready to Answer Your Questions

Christian Plum 
co-founder and CEO, BunkerMetric IvS

    +45 28 77 50 57  

  christian.plum@bunkermetric.com



About Us 

We bring 
the power 
of advanced 
digital
technologies
to the
marine
bunkering
segment.

The BunkerPlanner team has delivered advanced analytics solutions to 
blue-chip shipping and energy companies since 2008. Based out of Denmark 
and Norway, we have proven expertise in marine bunkers, optimization, 
simulation, data analytics, AIS, and software development.


